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Superformance LLC is the distributor of all Superformance trademarked products including the GT40
MK I, MK II and GT40R, MKII FIA and USRRC, MKII Slab Side, MKIII roadster, Corvette Grand Sport.
Superformance has years of experience in the distribution of factory built reproductions and boasts
thousands of satisfied customers.
Superformance has a USA Dealer Network with international representation in Europe, Africa, Japan
and Australia.
Superformance products are internationally acclaimed.
Superformance component vehicles and continuation models are licensed and endorsed by the original
trademark owners.
The MKIII’s & MKII’s are built under license from Carroll Shelby.
The Corvette Grand Sport is licensed by General Motors.
The GT40 is an authorized continuation, licensed by Safir Spares LLC.
We are one of the largest and oldest distributors of hand built reproductions and continuation cars.
We offer one of the largest ranges of 1960s racing legends.
Our products are proven on the track and have set numerous track records.
Our dedicated dealer network sells Superformance models to discerning enthusiasts worldwide.

Through Superformance Distribution we coordinate, build & sell the Shelby 427 S/C CSX4000, CSX1000,
CSX7000, CSX8000, CSX9000 Shelby Cobra Daytona Coupe and 85th Birthday Commemorative Edition
CS GT40. Working closely with Carroll Shelby and the team at Shelby American we are able to bring
customers our full, dynamic lineup.
Superformance also has many partners who helped in the design of our cars. Peter Brock of BRE, who
originally worked for Carroll Shelby in the 1960s designing the original Daytona Coupe, designed the new
Shelby Daytona Coupe. Our NC dealership was established by the late Bob Olthoff (Olthoff Racing), who
raced the original Cobras in the 1960s. The suspension for the Superformance Coupe was designed by the
late Bob Negstad at Roush Engineering; Bob, a former Shelby Employee, worked on the original Coupe as
well.
Superformance has had a long-standing relationship and build contract with HI-TECH Automotive RSA, the
world’s largest specialty car production facility.

Shelby Products
CSX1000
The Shelby Cobra CSX1000 427
S/C continuation series are built
at Shelby’s facility in Las Vegas.
These cars are hand tooled and
built just as the originals were.
These cars feature an all aluminum
body and are the closest one can
get to having a Cobra just like the
ones built in the 60s. Each of the
CSX1000 Cobras receive a Shelby
Signed MSO and are eligible for the
Shelby Registry.

CSX4000/6000
The Shelby Cobra CSX4000/6000
427 S/C continuation series
are built to Shelby’s exact
specifications, with authentic
configurations and genuine Shelby
parts. Each CSX also features an
aluminum or hand-laid fiberglass
body and original style chassis. In
addition to this, each and every
model is recorded in the Shelby
Registry with a CSX serial number
and Shelby signed MSO.

CSX7000
The Shelby Cobra CSX7000 Series
289 FIA Spec holds the most
racing heritage of all the Shelby
cars. These cars won more races
than any other Shelby series. The
bodies are available in fiberglass
or aluminum, like the LeMans
Coupe edition. This chassis is
recorded in the Shelby Registry
with a CSX serial number and
Shelby signed MSO.

CSX8000
The Shelby Cobra CSX8000
Series 289 Slab Side Spec is the
street version of the FIA spec
racers. These chassis are available
in aluminum or fiberglass. The
CSX8000 series cars feature
the original style chassis and
suspension. Every Shelby model
is recorded in the Shelby Registry
with a CSX serial number and
Shelby signed MSO.

CSX9000
The Shelby Cobra CSX9000 Series
was originally referred to as the
“Daytona Car,” the coupe officially
earned its name competing in that
legendary Daytona Race. These cars
are world class touring vehicles.
Refinements include standard air
conditioners, power steering, power
windows and central locking system.
The Shelby Cobra Daytona Coupe
combines luxury with racing tradition.
It is recorded in the Shelby Registry
with a CSX serial number and Shelby
signed MSO. Available in fiberglass or
aluminum.

CS GT40
The Limited Edition Shelby 85th
Birthday Commemorative GT40 was
commissioned by Amy Boylan, ThenPresident of Shelby Automobiles Inc,
to reproduce the three dominating
GT40 race cars that accomplished
one of the greatest feats in American
and World automotive racing history –
1st, 2nd and 3rd in the 1966 24 Hours
of Le Mans. A true supercar from the
‘60s, the GT40 can achieve 220 plus
MPH. The CS GT40 is recorded in the
Shelby Registry with an original GT40
P number and Shelby signed MSO.

Superformance Products
Corvette Grand Sport
The Superformance Corvette Grand Sport
brings this ultra-rare legendary Corvette
to the masses. With only five originals
made, chances are you will never get a
chance to drive one, let alone own one.
The Superformance Corvette Grand Sport
features weight-saving fiberglass body
parts, tubular steel frame construction,
original style interior featuring custom
upholstered seats, interior carpeting,
lap type seat belts, a wood rim steering
wheel and original style shifter. Available
in Coupe or Roadster configuration and
offers optional air conditioning, power
windows and power steering.

GT40 MKI
The Superformance GT40 MKI is
built to the original designs and
specifications. The GT40 MKI
includes an original style all-steel
tub, (monocoque) chassis, steel
pressed roof, fiberglass front and
rear clips, air-conditioning and
original style BRM wheels. The
GT40 is a continuation series of
the original, built under license
from Safir Spares LLC.

GT40 MKII
The Superformance GT40 MKII
mirrors the original MkII GT40s
in the same way that our MKI
replicates the original GT40 MkI.
The GT40 MKII includes an original
style all-steel tub, (monocoque)
chassis, steel pressed roof,
fiberglass front and rear clips,
air-conditioning and original style
Halibrand wheels. The GT40 MkII
is a continuation series of the
original, built under license from
Safir Spares LLC and is eligible for
the Shelby Registry.

MKIII
The MKIII features fiberglass
construction, with ladder frame
design incorporating crumple
zones. Standard features include
original style Smiths gauges,
original style Lucas and Smiths
switches, original style wheels,
quick lifts, side pipes, oil cooler,
roll bar, soft top, and tonneau
cover. The MKIII is built under
license from Carroll Shelby
Licensing, Inc.

MKII-FIA
The MKII-FIA emulates the great
Cobra 289 race cars from the 1960s.
The Superformance MKIIFIA is the
first truly authentic race replica of
the 289-powered FIA and USRRC
racers. Unlike most competitors, the
MKII-FIA is built on the successful
Tojero-styled round tube chassis and
features an authentic transverse leaf
spring suspension to give owners
an exceptionally authentic driving
experience. Through our exclusive
agreement with Carroll Shelby, the
MKII-FIA is a licensed Shelby product.

MKII-Slab Side
Superformance is proud to announce
the availability of our newest model
the Superformance MKII Slab Side –
designed to emulate the great Cobra 289
street cars from that nostalgic golden
era of racing in the 1960s. Unlike most
competitors, the MKII Slab Side is built
on the successful Tojeiro-styled round
tube chassis and features an authentic
transverse leaf spring suspension to
give owners an exceptionally authentic
driving experience. Through our exclusive
agreement with Carroll Shelby, the MKII
Slab Side is the latest licensed Shelby
product in the Superformance lineup.

Superformance Products
MKIII Roadster
The Superformance MKIII Roadster
shares the same frame and body work
as the Superformance MKIII. It is built
to respemble the road car versions of
the S/C. The Roadster features undercar
exhaust, no hood scoop, full hoop
bumpers, the original touring car dash
layout, ash try, and standard leather
steering wheel. The Roadster is also a
Shelby licensed chassis.
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